The advances in computer technology require an interconnection between a man and computer, more specifically, between complex information systems. The paper is therefore dedicated to creation of dialog systems, able to respond to users depending on the implemented textual educational content. To support the dialog there had been suggested the knowledge base model on the basis of the unit and a fuzzy sense relation. Lexical meanings is taken out from the text by processing the syntactic links between the allologs of all the sentences and the answer shall be generated as the composition of a fuzzy ratios upon the formal criterion. The information support technology had been put to an evaluation sample test, which demonstrates the combination of information from some sentences in the final response.
INTRODUCTION
The search for information to provide an answer to the users specific questions in specific fields of interest has always been of significant importance. As a result, the automatically taught systems, in particular, intellectual on-line dialogue systems, able to generate such a response to the user in a specific knowledge field with maximum fitness to the expertinvestigator are emerging full blown. A closer look should be called for universal systems of instructional character which, with the specific instructional text at the input, shall transform it into such knowledge base of the specific domain area, which will provide not only a single sentence answer (like search systems), but will furnish the combined information, composed of some sentences (as man-made). Thus the objective of the research is to develop the mathematical provision of on-line dialogue system with the approbation of the respective information technology, able to: transform the training content as a input text information to the formal data base; present the system user questions in format, matching the data base; generate the responses to the questions as set of knowledge elements following the formal criteria; integrate the obtained response in the form of natural language pattern, which presents a sentence.
DATA BASE MODEL, BASED ON THE SENSE UNIT WITH APPROBATION ON THE TEST CASE
Lets consider the task of determination of significant words of the text as a specific information technology which has a text on the input and a set with l significant words } ,..., { 1 k l k k w w W = on the output. Without downplaying the significance we will assume that the text T is composed of m different words, and its separate j-th sentence from k has n words from m possible, with m >>n and m >> l. The majority of famous methods for the determination of the significant words rely upon the frequency dictionary of the text, which in fact is a list or the pair set order = {〈 , 〉}, = 1, , where -one word from m, and -its frequency ( ≥ , = 1, − 1) specified for T. Upon the specific filtering of some insignificant categories of words, the significant will be considered the first l words from the list D, that is, somewhat simplified we receive = { , … , }. But the results of the parceling of natural languages by contemporary linguistic packages' allow to operate the syntactic connections between the words of separate sentences on the available level [1] . More then that, the features of these packages allow to considerably decrease the value of m by uniting words in allologs, and the latter -in syntagmas. So, it is necessary to specify the formal advantages for the determination of } ,..., From the informational point of view, understanding a sentence by a specific person shall be accompanied by recognition of а) separate words it is composed of b) connections between the pairs of these words and the specific construction of the tree of such connections 1, 2 . We assume that all these processes take place by comparison analysis and attraction of information from some general linguistic knowledge base of the understanding unit. If all of these stages shall be accompanied by increase in information, then we accept the working hypnosis:
• Level of general understanding of a text T may change from minimum possible to maximum depending on volume and other parameters of general linguistic knowledge base of the understanding unit;
• Quality of determination = { , … , } is proportionally to the level of general understanding of the text, which must be approved by the formal characteristics. Let any j-th sentence from k is composed of n different words, which is not a very strict limitation. The threaded tree of pair dependences of such sentence then lists either n-1 branches, if we do not consider the reverse dependence between the subject and a predicate, or n -if we do. Correspondingly, the total number of the words in this sentence for the further advanced analysis shall increase either up to 2×n-2 or 2×n. But such an increase occurs in homogeneously -for all terminal (final) nodes of the frequency tree of the corresponding words it does not change, but for the intermediate it may significantly increase. Table 1 shows the cases of changes in words frequency, designated by letters a, b, …, f in textual order, with the consideration of pair dependences for different types of sentences. Subject phrase (Jack and his dog ran through the woods)
A+b+4c+d+2e+f 10 6. Abcdef / 6 Object phrase (The best car safety device is a rear-view mirror with a cop in it.)
A+2b+c+d+4e+f 10
7. Abcdef / 6 Both groups (Youth would be an ideal state if it came a little later in life.)
A+3b+c+2d+e+2f 10
The conducted analysis on the level of one sentence shows the increase in frequencies of words (underlined in the third column of the table), which potentially may belong to the set of significant ones. Lets conduct the formal evaluation of such an increase for the set restrictions as for the availability of exclusively different words in the sentence and nonaccounting for of the reverse dependence between the subject and the object: 1. The minimum increase is absent on condition of finding the i-th word from m among non terminal (final) nodes of the tree of each sentence, where this word is present, that is = 0, = , = 1, . 2. If the i-th word is present in each of the k sentence of the text and, apart from that, in each sentence corresponds to the most braided terminal node, the maximum increase will then make up,.
= ∑ − 2 , = 1, . Correspondingly,
3. In general and most real case = | ≤ , That is the i-th word is in the z sentence, from k we get = + ∑ − 2 = ∑ ( − 1) as the evaluation from overhead of increase in frequency of the i-th word.
We consider the generation of responses only within sentences of one training text to be a certain restriction. For the realization of the set goal there had been suggested to use the fuzzy relations.
The input text shall be presented as a matrix of constraint force between the allologs in the text. Such a result proceeds from diagramming each sentence in the input text. It is suggested to gather such conncetions for all the sentences of the text in the form of matrix Q, in which the rows (the head word of the pair) and the columns (the subordinated word) correspond to those allologs, which are repeated in different sentences. 
CONCLUSIONS
The suggested approach to the creation of online dialogue systems of learning character has been built by singling out lexical knowledge from the text sentences and specific natural language constructions of the question type on the base of the sense unit. As a result, there had been ensured the possibility to receive an answer to the question not in one sentence of the training text, but as a combined information in some sentences. The current restriction of the model is the necessity in asking question using the words, which are available in the training text. There had been received and approbated on the test case the information technology for supporting the online dialogue system, which generates an answer to the question as a result of composition of fuzzy sense relations. The most laconic and accurate answer is determined to be provided by the set of word combinations, which respond to pairs of the allologs with the biggest boundaries of weigh. The best answers as for the «MAX-MIN» composition exceed those as for the «MIN-MAX» composition upon the content quality. The perspective research direction has to be considered large scale experiments with large texts of learning character and different categories of questions, characterized by interrogative pronouns.
